Terms and Conditions
LEGAL NOTICE
The Publisher has strived to be as accurate and complete as possible in the
creation of this report, notwithstanding the fact that he does not warrant or
represent at any time that the contents within are accurate due to the
rapidly changing nature of the Internet.
While all attempts have been made to verify information provided in this
publication, the Publisher assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions,
or contrary interpretation of the subject matter herein. Any perceived
slights of specific persons, peoples, or organizations are unintentional.
In practical advice books, like anything else in life, there are no guarantees
of income made. Readers are cautioned to reply on their own judgment
about their individual circumstances to act accordingly.
This book is not intended for use as a source of legal, business, accounting
or financial advice. All readers are advised to seek services of competent
professionals in legal, business, accounting and finance fields.
You are encouraged to print this book for easy reading.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

The Mobile Future Is Now
The web is such a large facet in nearly every person's lives. The reach of the
web has increased from the simple access by users with computers to
persons carrying phones, music players, tablet computers and even
handheld video game consoles. This wide expanse of mobile devices which
now have access to the web makes several opportunities to use systems of
marketing to make money over the web.
Almost every high end website has by now created a mobile version of their
website which is accessible with even the lower end mobile devices such as
pay-as-you-go phones with low memory. This accessibility increases the
website's worth by making it available for a majority of internet enabled
devices to access it. Alongside this massive growth by websites to the
mobile category of accessibility is the growth of online searches.
Mobile searches are made every few seconds by thousands of mobile
devices in any one technologically modern location. Google has reported a
consistent 130% search volume growth year after year with this value
expected to grow at a higher volume in the years to come as more advanced
mobile devices are being released with an even greater demand for such
devices. These devices have capabilities that online marketers have been
dreaming of, such as the ability to render full sized, memory intensive
websites with elements such as scripts and even advanced objects such as
flash based media.
Of course this doesn't mean that the marketers are exactly looking to use
the full power of these mobile devices for mobile marketing, in fact it is
quite the opposite. The higher processing power of these mobile devices
simply makes it possible to display advertisements without massive
formatting changes. This ideal environment makes it more efficient to
market to mobile devices whereas in the past it was only possible with the
high end devices which were not as common up until now.
The best way to market to mobile devices is through the most commonly
used search company, Google. Google takes advantage of its widespread

reach to nearly all devices and has adapted to those of mobile accessibility
and stature. Google has also augmented their keyword tool to work in
conjunction with mobile search results statistics.
The Google AdWords Keyword tool is available at:
http://adwords.google.com/o/Targeting/Explorer?__c=1000000000&__
u=1000000000&ideaRequestType=KEYWORD_IDEAS#search.none
This tool is efficient in showing a wide range of keywords which are
targeted for specific search volumes and competition. The Google AdWords
keyword tool is simple to use with mobile keywords. The following shows
how to configure the AdWords keyword tool to work correctly with mobile
keywords:

Image: AdWords keyword tool configuration for mobile devices.

Once this has been completed, the word or phrase selection will be placed
in the appropriate text field to run a search for suggested keywords to be
used with this system.
In the following example, we will be using the search term "phone
accessories" to find valuable keyword suggestions with the Google AdWords
keyword tool.

Image: Keyword suggestions made by Google based on the keyword "phone
accessories" with the "all mobile devices" setting selected for the "Show
ideas and statistics for" drop down menu.
Note: The keyword suggestions will vary depending on the following
factors: keyword/phrase, competition, global monthly searches and local
monthly searches. The tool had easily found approximately 100 great

keyword combinations to display but we are only seeing about 16% of the
results.
This tool is very useful for collecting information about high volume search
terms as well as the lower competition options which are in some ways the
best options available to dominate and market with.
As you can see, this tool will be really integral to the marketing process with
mobile devices.

Chapter 2
Dominate Local
Market with
Mobile Marketing

Why Local Market?
One of the key things that you can accomplish with this method is getting
an increased amount of local traffic to your ads. This will lead to helping
you dominate the local market.
If you are wondering why dominating the local market is important, keep
the following in mind:
Each local market is slightly different and will be processing different
advertisements based on the interest of the locals. In fact, about 80% of all
local business comes from within a short distance from the location of the
business. This can be as little as 5 miles from the location. If you are able
to manage to target the mobile users within this radius, you will have access
to a much larger portion of the exposure than competitors would even be
able to access with alternative local ad solutions.
A majority of mobile devices do not have ad blocking software available on
them which makes them a more fruitful exposure outlet when compared to
those using computers or notebook PCs. This means that your ads will be
seen by those who are most likely to view and interact with your marketing
efforts.
If your business is local you will be driving traffic to your website or online
Google places listing. This is an ideal option that will make it much simpler
for you to be getting the most out of your online ads by targeting mobile
device users which are actually within a short trip to your location. This is a
fairly simple way to dominate the market by getting connected with those in
your local community. The sooner you get into mobile marketing in this
way before your competitors, the more chances you will have of gaining the
attention of your potential consumers.
Local mobile marketing has a very low competition due to the fact that the
searches will be directed more often to the added keywords for locations.
This makes it possible to get a greater amount of the traffic that was
directed towards the original keyword thus landing your marketing efforts
further ahead than those using generic, non location based marketing.

Another thing to consider when using Google to market to your potential
customers is the fact that you can control where you are sending marketing
to, based on the carrier of the mobile device. This gives a much higher
percentage of targeted marketing for your efforts. This is a great option to
look into whenever you are targeting a specific location which has a
preferred carrier by some variable such as small demographic location or
popularity of carrier for the area.
The existence of "click to call" ads is also a highly useful option that allows
your marketing audience to contact your business directly without having
to know the business phone number. Once the user clicks on the
advertisement, their mobile phone device is given specific instructions to
place a mobile call. This can be configured to any number that you specify
in the advertisement settings with Google. This eliminates the need to
direct your audience to a website where they can find contact information
and instead provides contact capabilities with the tap of a finger.

Chapter 3
Mobile Marketing
Is Going Web

Mobile marketing is really one of the most common types of web
interaction for mobile web users. A large percentage of mobile device users
do not own a computer system and are very used to interacting online with
only their mobile device. Although some mobile devices have varying levels
of sophistication and higher technological capabilities, most will still adhere
to the limitations of the networks they connect to and how well the
hardware can handle such interactions.
Before the age of mobile devices, the existence of other types of marketing
was effective to the point of at least getting the business noticed. These
types of dead advertising are still used but with a much lower effectiveness.
Examples of these and reasons why they are dead:
Phone directory - large phone books are now seen as a very wasteful
endeavor and are actually advocated against in "greener" communities.
They also require a large amount of manual work to find what you need
when a mobile device can simply search for what is needed in seconds.
Newspapers - Newspaper sales have declined rapidly and free versions of
higher quality news sources are now available online. You will be reaching
a very limited community which either cannot afford extra services or are
living without excess in their household.
Television Ads - The use of digital video recorder technology allows
people who want to miss their shows and view them at a later time to
simply skip commercials and advertising spots. Only highly amusing
advertisements are viewed by these individuals. Ads can also be very costly
with a very low return in interest by the audience.
Telemarketing - The “do not call” list, caller-ID and blocking services
provided by companies (including Google!) make it possible to filter out the
possible informational exchanges with potential consumers who have
access to a phone line or mobile phone subscription plan.
Direct Mail - Direct mail is very slow and has a very low yield in terms of
customer reach. Most modern mail receivers will simply pick and choose
what they wish to look at based on their interests. It is not unlikely that

most of direct mail recipients will simply toss advertisements and "junk
mail" that they receive once they get from their mail box to their household.
Print Ads - Advertisements in magazines and other print outlets are
becoming increasingly higher in cost which makes them undesirable
especially when competing against full page advertisements and more. The
high cost for such small spots also makes it difficult to secure a well
exposed portion of the print media and you will only be able to target
readers who buy or subscribe to that magazine.
Email Marketing - SPAM is seen as unwanted digital contact and will be
deleted as soon as seen by most recipients. Specialized SPAM filtering has
been incorporated into many email services, software, and more to help
eradicate instances of unsolicited emails.
As you can see, these are very limited in scope when you are trying to reach
your audience. These conventional types of marketing are no longer as
effective in getting your business noticed. The best option to take
advantage of is through mobile marketing which will penetrate the airwaves
and be delivered directly to your audience. To accomplish this you will
need to get your business listed and online with the most prominent search
entities. This is possible by doing the following:
You must take the time to create a top search result in the local market for
your business.
This will consist of getting into Google, Yahoo and Bing and listed for your
business category. This is not difficult to do and can be done properly
through each of the search services with the proper process.
Getting to the top of Google mobile search results is one of the most
important things you could do with your business. The process is relatively
simple but can be time consuming.

Google Places
First you will need to put your business up and available locally on Google
places.

Image: Google Places home page
A Google places page allows your business to be listed in the online
business directory. You can provide a wide range of information on the
Google places page which will serve as your directory listing for Google.
Anyone that searches the category of your business locally will be provided
with search results with the closest relevance to your search.

An example of this is seen in the following image:

Image: Google Listings for Organic Pizza in New York
Notice that places are listed with the search results and they provide basic
information which is useful to anyone searching for this phrase.
Information that includes the name of the pizzeria or food outlet, the rating
given by Google users, applicable website, addresses and phone number.
Clicking on any of the results will provide extended details for the listing as
well as a map option which is useful for providing directions to the local
location.
Claiming the places page is not only free to businesses, it is also freely
available to the public which is actively searching different search terms at
all times. This is an opportunity that allows you to have your business
contact information available online at all times to Google search users on
all platforms including mobile web!
Adding pictures and videos to your Google places page is the next step in
getting your listing on Google noticed. Pictures of the products or the
business location are always helpful in letting those who find your

information know more about what your business does. Videos can provide
much nicer and in depth information about the business as well.
Encouragement of previous consumers to add their own media is also a
great idea which could provide a large amount of positive information as
well.
Coupon codes can also be added as a special promotion to the places page
which is a great marketing tactic. Making this code accessible to options
like mobile devices makes it effective for those who wish to market to
mobile devices. By letting your customers come in with your coupon code
loaded on their devices you can give them discounts on products or services
which can help boost your business.

Google Reviews
Google reviews are one of the best raw review options that can provide
information to your consumers directly from your places page. Google
reviews can be added by anyone. This makes it possible for you to get
feedback from your consumers as well as giving your potential consumers
something to think about when they see your listings. This option is very
useful, especially if you can maintain a high "star" rating with the Google
reviews option.

Click to Call
The click to call service from Google is also available to use in a variety of
different ways. The main mode of deployment is through a computer
system with click to call enabled ads. These ads will have a small phone
icon which is selectable by the viewer. This will prompt the user to input
their own phone number and Google will connect to the number they have
inserted in lieu of the user making the call themselves. Google will then
connect the user to the business with their listed phone number. This

works a little bit differently with the mobile version of the click to call
service but is essentially the same and makes it possible for your audience
to contact you with a mobile connection to the internet.

Image: Click to Call service page on Google Ads
The service is basically designed to make it possible to get a much wider
response from your online audience. Click to call can be used with
AdWords based advertisements from Google as an extension of the service
to either local traffic or with an expanded demographic if the mobile user is
using a full featured web browser.

Google Maps
Google Maps is also one of the options that make it possible for your
audience to be able to find your business directly through the use of the
maps service.

Image: Google Maps home
Once your business is listed through Google Places, Google maps make it
possible to map and provide directions to your audience through the
Google maps interface. The user simply needs to type in what they would
like to find alongside the location.

Image: Search for Las Vegas Gambling in Google Maps
The maps service will provide places listings which are very useful in
finding nearby businesses, services and much more. By getting listed in
Google maps, a business can increase visibility and will have much greater
exposure with their audience. The best part of it all is that it is free!

AdWords Express
AdWords express, also known as "Google Boost" is a service that is offered
by Google that is designed to show highly targeted ads to users of Google
with location in interest. These ads are designed by the advertiser and are
completely customizable. These ads show before any other ads or results
are shown on Google which makes them highly visible to your audience.
The beauty of these ads is not only that they are completely customizable,
but the fact that you never get charged for them unless someone actually
clicks on the ad. This means that you can provide full contact details in the

advertisement and still get visibility with search results while maintaining
free exposure and still setting up a budget just in case.
Ads shown through AdWords express are specially designed to work
exceedingly well with Android and other Google based phones to deliver
advertisements which are optimized for complete immersion by the mobile
devices. Ads can be created quickly and easily with this service to attract
more local customers than traditional website or places page results. You
get complete control of your ad campaign through the AdWords system and
you can modify or change anything you want later on.

Getting Listed in Directories
City Search
The City Search website is basically a specialized review directory which is
designed to allow users to find local businesses by ranking. There is a paid
and free type of listing which allows you to list your business on the
website.

Image: City Search website

The paid service makes it possible for your listing to come up first in front
of other listings as well as making it possible to list your business outside of
the assigned category as well. The free listings are designed to make it
possible to get your business listed but without any extra boosts of
exposure.
To get listed you need to find the "add a business" link when conducting a
search for the category of your business and the location where the business
can be found.
Yelp
The Yelp service is a directory which is designed to allow users to rate and
review their experiences with certain businesses. The great thing about
Yelp is the fact that it is used heavily by a variety of different consumers and
their input actually helps other users find out more about what they need to
know about businesses.

Image: Yelp Website

Yelp also has a specialized application which incorporates mobile into the
interface. This alone makes it possible for users to discover more services
and businesses that are available in their area. Getting listed in Yelp can be
done through the business login page and it is completely free to use. This
makes it a very useful service to use for listing your business within the
business directory listings.
Merchant Circle
The Merchant Circle website is very much like others which are designed to
provide a simplified listing for your business online. The only difference is
the fact that the website is focused on social marketing with a variety of
twists.

Image: Merchant Circle Website
Merchant Circle is free to use for your listings online which makes it a
valuable option to undertake for your business. It is used by a variety of
different high profile businesses, so you know the service is well worth the
investment in time.
BBB
The Better Business Bureau is one of the best options to look into getting
listed in terms of business directories. The main reasoning behind this is
the fact that you will want your customers to be able to find you listed on
the BBB without any negative remarks against it. This will help boost the
image of your business immensely rather than not being listed at all.

Image: BBB website
The BBB is based on a "trusted" and accredited rating which can be
declared on your website or at your business location. Being searchable on
the BBB site also helps people who are having problems with other business
to find your trusted business as the alternative answer to their problems.
Yellow pages
The Yellow pages are commonly known for their directory books but have
shifted to an online approach. Their online presence is a great way to get
noticed by users of the original books which have been accustomed to
finding their needs by book but still trust in the Yellow pages enough to use
the website instead of other alternatives such as search engines.

Image: Yellow Pages website
Getting listed through the Yellow pages website is a great idea especially
because the Yellow Pages now has a mobile application. This application
makes it simple to use a mobile device to access the large listing services of
the directory of businesses that are registered with the site.

Mobile Social Media Presence
Foursquare
Foursquare is marketed as a special "game" that users can play to describe
where they are checking into based on location. Their mobile device needs
to have an active internet connection to be able to claim that they are where
they say they are. In addition, the game is not fully playable unless the
user's mobile device has the ability to provide GPS coordinates to prove
that they are actually there.

Users which have maintained a presence for a long period of time without
getting overwritten by other user check-ins are designated mayors of the
location and promote getting out and about to claim these locations as their
mayoral spots.
Of course this is a great way to get your business noticed as people who are
playing the game will tend to explore more and find new locations to
become "mayor" of. Your business can be listed and accessible as a location
to check into.
Facebook Places
Like Foursquare, Facebook places allow users to check-in to locations. The
main difference is the fact that it is not game based, instead bringing a
social aspect to the check-in process. Users can check-in other Facebook
users who are on their friend's list which makes it possible to let everyone
know that they are hanging out together at a social gathering.
Facebook places allows you to list just about anything into the service, and
friends on your list will see your location more often in their Facebook
places listings when they are active on the Facebook places application for
their mobile device.

Chapter 4
Effective Mobile
Advertising

To have an effective mobile advertising campaign, you will need to make
use of some tools that will help you get your audience involved with their
mobile devices. These are some of the tools to use whenever you get the
chance:
QR Codes - These are specialized "bar codes" that are scan-able by smart
phones to get any type of information from locations. Services such as
BeQRious.com are capable of generating any type of QR code you can
imagine for mobile sites and even phone number dialing.
Mobile Ads Platform - This is basically an advertising service that you can
find that offers advertisements within apps for phones and other devices.
These work by inserting the advertisements into games and other apps
which are offered for free at the cost of having to view ads periodically. It is
actually very effective and works well.
Mobile Landing Pages - These are specialty websites which are designed to
be accessed by phones and other mobile devices. They provide information
about the full version website and other mobile specific content. Websites
that offer specialty mobile landing pages are:
• Beastmobi.com
• Mofuse.com
• Mobisitegalore.com
Mobile Banners - these are banner ads which are optimized for mobile
devices. They will send the users to mobile specific websites or contact
information locations where they can learn more about services.
Text Ads - These are advertisements that are seen commonly on websites
but are text based only. They take up the least amount of resources and are
very simple to click on or avoid if you want to.
Click to Call - As mentioned above, specialty ads that call your business
directly when clicked.

Create Mobile Apps - There are several websites which allow you to create
mobile apps for your business or apps that are rebranded for advertising.
These are a few of the easy to use options:
• Swebapps.com
• iSites.us
• appmakr.com
Paid Advertising - This is the most common option that marketers look into
which is the payment of strategically placed ads on websites. These are the
commonly used services that you can invest in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Google AdWords
Yahoo Mobile
MSN Adcenter
Admob.com
Inmobi.com
Mojiva.com
Jumptap.com
Adfonic.com

Chapter 5
List Building with
Mobile Marketing

List building is a very important part of mobile marketing. For one, you are
getting the contact information of your audience which is important in
order to let them know about important information, deals, etc. about your
business.
A common type of marketing list building with mobile phones is SMS
marketing. These campaigns can easily gather mobile phone numbers
which are sent information about your business such as deals and events
with ease. You can provide information about your SMS subscription
through Offline advertising strategies such as:
• Business Card
• Magazines
• TV/Radio
SMS Opt in/bait to use to gather interest can include:
• Discount offers periodically
• Coupon giveaways
• Special deals only available by SMS
You can drive your leads to landing pages which can help you build up
other important lists.
You can build an email list by having your mobile marketing targets sign up
to the email list using a form that you have installed to use with an email
marketing campaign and autoresponder such as Aweber or Getresponse.
Once this has been completed you could easily create Newsletters and other
marketing materials which could drive more sales for your business over
time. With this and other list building options you could easily gain extra
streams of revenue or simply increase the popularity of your business
several fold.

Chapter 6
The Surefire
Success Mobile
Marketing
Campaign

A successful mobile marketing campaign is something to really strive for
and that is only possible if you try your best to follow these minimum
guidelines:
Mobile marketers who are successful adhere to the "No Spam" rule which
will help keep your subscribers from leaving your lists. Spamming is also
against the law in many areas and can land your business in trouble which
could lead to fines and other possible losses.
In order to prevent looking like spam to your subscribers, you need to
ensure that the same message or a cluster of similar messages are not
deployed in too short of intervals. Any messages that are transmitted
should vary greatly from one another and provide different information,
deals or codes.
Relevant offers are a must and will help ensure that your customers get
what they want from your SMS subscription service. The best way to do
this is to ensure that your SMS services are routed correctly and that your
response messages are set to be sent to the correct requesters. For
example, if you had a restaurant business and your customers wanted to
join your SMS subscription to receive offers on your restaurant deals then it
would be wildly inappropriate to be sending them deals on baby clothing
offers.
Some businesses like to mix the types of messages that they are
transmitting to their subscribers by providing useful tips, advice, news and
information between sale notices and offers. This helps to offset the surge
of people who only come in during the deal times. The simple messages
also remind the consumers that your business is there and subliminally
allows them to work your business into their daily plans for that day.
Receiving a helpful tip from a business not only provides the tip but allows
the recipient to know that your business was thoughtful enough to spend
time giving said tip. This makes the recipient think about your business
which can in fact influence them into going to the business for their needs.
It may not be the same day, but that small mental nudge can work wonders.

Setting Up Your Campaign
Once you get to the point where you want to use the full force of your
advertising capabilities for mobile marketing you will want to look into the
following:

Tracking Phone Numbers
You can track phone numbers which will provide leads and advertising
results that are useful in getting you an audience with your targeted
audience. This means that you will be able to get in contact with the owner
of a specific phone number as long as you have the phone number to call
and access. Basically, once you have the number in your system, they
cannot escape being contacted.
By using a service such as CallFire.com, you can reach your entire list of
mobile phone numbers per call at a reasonable rate. The call that is placed
to these numbers will be a prerecorded message that allows them to
respond by dial tone selections which will then complete an alternative
action that you can configure with the service.
This is basically what large telemarketing companies use to get in contact
with the people on their lists. It is also one of the things that are used most
often by asset retrieval and collection companies to get in contact with
debtors.

Setup SMS Campaign
An SMS campaign is not complete without SMS alerts, correct? The service
is simply designed to allow you to message your list partially or in full
through an SMS alert which provides whatever information you configure
the service with.

One such service is SendTextAlerts.com which provides an outlet for you to
reach your customers at all times. They offer flat rate, unlimited use SMS
text advertising which has no long term contracts for use. They also offer
picture and text messaging which is a very valuable service that can get
picture based coupons and more out to your consumers.

Setup Voice Campaign
Voice campaigns are important parts of getting in contact with your list of
numbers. Basically this is a service which is designed to make a mass call to
all the numbers provided on the list. You choose the time and date to send
the call and it provides reporting for your needs. Dialmycalls.com provides
this service at an affordable rate. The free option is limited to 30 second
calls once a week to a small group. It is great for polls, opinions, extended
information and much more.

